
Doll Watching 

Nothing can look, feel, be broken and perhaps be mended like a doll that is not a doll. 

Stanley Cavell 

How can a doll be a force of  nature? Only if  her plastic, paralyzed head conceals a masterplot. 

Wayne Koestenbaum 

§ 

Recently, by a slip-road off  the A14 (junction 16, for Huntingdon), there was, nestled in the long grass as if  cradled, a doll. 
It had a porcelain body and a broken face, and it gazed up at the trucks droning metronomically past. To see this small 
thing for yourself  would take quick eyes: its stained, off-white body was only half-visible through the weeds, a little 
puncture in their uniformity at forty miles an hour. There are no exits from a slip-road, only forward momentum to the 
next junction. Nobody could stop to look at this doll, handle it, ask about its story. This was months ago. I don’t know if  
it’s still there. 

§ 

These fragments are about the things that vanish from us, and how such things leave us bereft, and how a certain kind of  
bereftness grows where those things had tried very hard – had been made to try – to map the human in china or plastic. 
‘Tried’, because we can’t help treating our dolls, puppets and marionettes as if  they had some proximity to human-ness; 
‘were made to try’, because there is no real, strict magic to things, no aura of  the uncanny that isn’t the patient sinister fruit 
of  someone’s craft. Who, or what, wants to trick us? and what kind of  intention lies behind it? We look at the broken 
things around us, their fake little forms falling apart, and what we see might be the strangest things that look like faces, but 
also the traces of  a creator that wanted every face-to-face recognition to be kindling for introspection, self-scrutiny – even 
paranoia. 

§ 

I’m led to a department store, or a local toy-shop. A doll sits on the shelf, up above me, its glass eyes and wooden limbs all 
completely still. Like every little body, it contains what Kenneth Gross calls the ‘ghost of  mechanism’, personhood on the 
verge of  blossom. It’s as if  dolls were frozen in a moment of  birth, waking into a time in which they’ll bend, spread out, 
reach towards me. I stare at this object, alert to the slightest twitch: any second, life might begin. But aborted futures pass 
on by, and the miniature figure remains still. 

Say I lift it down, begin to tease its joints. I design this doll’s new life, choose how it’ll behave… But I’m not fooled, I 
know that without my body doing the work, this thing won’t walk for me or anyone else, and its hollow stillness is waiting 
to settle again. So it’s impossible to say if  the doll is stable, or self-sufficient: inside these miniature bodies are lives that 
keep vanishing, seemingly replaced by others every time the limbs are moved. (But how could we ever test their presence?) 
The doll is perpetually threatening motion. Maybe it won’t live in the way I hope – maybe it becomes shifty, seditious, all-
too-knowing. Now it seems a potential heretic, awaiting my betrayal with perfect patience.  
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This seems like paranoia, but at the same time it’s unreal, too, just a pretence. Nothing except my gaze goes into the doll, 
and nothing is sent back by way of  reply. Everything is still, and there isn’t really a soul hidden behind those little glass 
eyes. It’s only me that claims to be acting, or will answer to the word. 

§ 

In The Claim of  Reason, Stanley Cavell unfolds – at beautiful length – a thought-experiment. He walks in a sunny garden 
with a craftsman and his friend, a walking automaton. These walks have been going on for some time: 

The routine is always the same. I have seen the leg and the hands get progressively more lifelike until I almost no longer marvel at 
them. Today is special however; I can tell from the craftsman’s nervous gestures and the suppressed eagerness of  his voice that there 
has been some new breakthrough. 

As usual, the three of  them pause to sit on a bench. The craftsman then draws a knife. He exclaims, ‘We’re making more 
progress than you think’. Inserting it into the friend’s chest and snapping a brass plate off, he opens up what look just like 
human insides, from heart to bowels, mechanically reproducing the interior motions of  a human being. But the writer is 
unsettled. ‘I can hardly look, and when I look I hardly know what to look at, or look for.’ Still, the friend doesn’t object. 
Its eyes are two glass buttons, really and truly glazed. 

§ 

At the far end of  the lives of  things, prolongable yet unreal, come their deaths – or their inability to die. In Nicole 
Dollanganger’s song ‘Nara Dreamland’, she and a boy (a lover, an accomplice) break into a derelict Disney park. She enters 
this abandoned world with eagerness, and fascination; but unease settles like a chill into her body. 

we broke into dreamland  
just so we could have one more day there  
but i could not stand to see it in such sad disrepair  
he wanted to hold me in the roller coaster carts  
sunken into the ground  
all i could think about  
was how much i wanted to  
burn it all down  

They stand among these overgrown, littered toys; somehow the painted plastics exude a ‘smell of  death’, as the 
rollercoaster cars and carousels slowly ‘rot’. A sensory hallucination: garbage trying to recycle itself  into other lives, put to 
sleep by a lack of  playmates. The old Dreamland is steadily decaying, unnoticed, eerily restless, wanting a new game.  

Susan Stewart writes that objects of  play gift us endless ‘daydreams’ of  their ‘secret lives’, as if  we could happily reanimate 
them over and over; but Dollanganger is haunted, and wants all this broken fun to stay dead. 

if  only i could pull out the clown’s teeth  
take them home to keep with me  
euthanize the carousel ponies  
put the park out of  its misery 

The song stops there. I want to know if  this misery comes to an end, if  the park can be burned and cleansed; that would 
seem merciful, a way of  laying to rest these undead things and the rising air of  horror. But she sings twice of  entering the 
disenchanted world – ‘we broke into dreamland… we broke into dreamland…’ – and as in many of  her gothic, slow, 
sparsely-instrumented songs, I hear no sounds of  an exit. 
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§ 

A second encounter with a shelf  of  toys – but this time a different shelf, and one empty space. It’s as if  a lover had 
stepped outside, for only a moment, and any time soon would walk back through the door. The space looks built to the 
frame of  a doll, perfectly sized; the air that fills it is thick with the body approaching. Some people are haunted by the 
games they never finished playing; some places are like this, too. As dolls sit upon their shelves, they wait, pre-life, to be 
brought into the playworld of  the living. Not yet occupying space and time, but ready for that, filled with anticipation.  

§ 

We believe that play is ours to enjoy at leisure and end at will. So we arrange our toys upon a table, prepare for the light-
heartedness to begin… but as they lie around in companionable silence, our little friends may not, after all, be offering to 
play – however much we think it’s our prerogative to control the game. Objects won’t experience time like us: they may 
outlast us by a frightening distance. Think of  Kafka’s Odradek, whose curious unreadable shape can often be seen around 
the house, but never seems to gain a past or a future. It shows no interest in play or pleasure; sometimes it laughs, ‘but it is 
only the kind of  laughter that has no lungs behind it’. 

§ 

The stillness of  a human body acts like a twitch upon us. I see a figure motionless, I wait for it to move – and the seeing 
and the waiting are one and the same, for in Gross’ words, ‘potential motion’ is what characterises the thing I’m watching. 
Its first step (I trust) will be the inscription of  its little choreographies on the surfaces of  the world. Smitten with its 
movements to come, I hope it can break out of  this long, glassy silence. But that suddenness, on the tip of  a doll’s fingers 
as a word might sit at the tip of  our tongues, will always come as a shock, unbearably delayed and charged with suspense. 
It would look like success, but could overthrow our world. Every toy with limbs and a face is dressed in this sweet type of  
menace. 

§ 

Time passes in the garden; Cavell’s friend continues to work away. One day, his automaton seems close to perfection; the 
knife is produced again, to open it up – but its eyes (now fleshy?) suddenly swivel to meet the writer’s, and as the 
craftsman reaches towards its chest, it attacks him.  

Cavell becomes unsure of  where this story ends, of  whether it’s science-fiction or something else. Perhaps it’s not even 
usefully philosophical at all. ‘Do I intervene?’ he asks, falling into (or out of) his created world; soon after, he steps back 
further from the tale: ‘If, however, I tell it as I have, with myself  in it, and I add the question, ‘Do I intervene?’, then the 
story is not complete.’ Incomplete, because something’s missing from the definition of  this friend; something to help us 
understand what makes Us different from It. The human and the object have become too close, and yet the story seems 
technologically plausible, understandable, close to home. Cavell has dug too far down, describing a mechanical life which 
doesn’t seem measurable or tangible, a life too like our own.  
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He soon lets the story go, with a final note. 

I can imagine only one interesting continuation (without adding more characters). It is one in which my interest shifts from the friend 
to the craftsman. I turn on him: ‘You fool! You’ve built in too much! You’ve built in the passions as well as the movements and the 
vocables of  revolt! You’ve given this artificial body a real soul.’ (That is, a soul; there are no artificial souls – none, anyway, that are 
not real souls.) Then the end may consist in our realization that this had to be. 

§ 

Dollanganger’s songs share this fascination with cavities. They move steadily towards the ribs of  things, hoping to prise 
them open and find out whether their insides are made of  meat or stuffing. Some of  the vacant bodies that populate her 
world were once filled by real souls; sometimes they’ve been transformed in either direction by time. People are dolled, 
dolls are made flesh. In ‘Coma Baby’, you’re ‘just the shell of  the boy that you’ve been’; in ‘Barren’, you ‘tried to stuff  me 
like a doll with pieces of  you’. ‘Danny’ is beaten, and broken, and even after days of  trying, his damaged body of  ‘milk 
and flesh’ can’t be woken again by human breath. ‘Harry’, too, is forever on the brink of  being smashed: 

pieced your limbs together with chalk-ware skin, painted the cupid’s bow above your lips, you’re so beautiful but so delicate, the 
porcelain cracks up your back and neck, in the body of  a ball jointed doll, you’re so fragile you can’t move at all  

She has a taste for the second-person. The lyrics make overhearers into victims: these sights become creeping demands 
upon you, the listener – little sonic mirrors cutely rolling your eyes back into your own skin. 

But we can’t live in the feelings of  her vivisected figures, not fully; we can’t inhabit them any more completely than we can 
with Cavell’s automaton, and that leaves us wavering, because no real person is only partially a human. I know, but can’t 
quite know, the sense made by lines like ‘everything i love gathers dust inside my chest’ – as if  a doll were pleading for real 
emotions. We might call this music ‘creepy’ or ‘unsettling’, but for all its accuracy, that would only deflect into words a 
deep-set fear, the fear of  not having the right things to say when confronted by ruined objects and ruined people that 
share each other’s behaviour. There might be clockwork inside the figures you love. You end up wondering whether dolls 
need or want our mercy, and what it would look like if  you tried to show it. 

§ 

Oh mercy, the dangerous thing. Dolls, remember, are the figures of  little heretics, soaked in an old perverse desire: to 
make us abandon our true gods, return us to the materials of  the earth. Baudelaire watched a child pry one open, ease its 
limbs apart, scratch into the darkness to finger the soul a human body would have. Was there nothing inside? there must 
be something, a sawdust heart – but no, look, now there’s just pieces of  porcelain, unwanted on the floor.  

And yet, listen to the air: something escaped the doll as it was destroyed, something that made it shine in its integrity. Is 
there a space in that air, like the space on the abandoned shelf ? Where did the escaped thing go? and where would you 
look for that sacred refugee, if  you wanted to rebuild its life? 

§ 

There may be no need to look, no way to fix these fragile little lives. I believe that the soul, once released from the body, 
will never return. A body can be trashed, yes – but a soul can only be sick, and then it might be healed.
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